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I. INTRODUCTION
Efficiency and economy in the use of fuel, and reduction
in coal consumption is at all times one of the most important
problems met "by the manufacturer of clay products. From the
standpoint of reducing costs he always gives attention to this
problem, and at the present time as the war conservation movement
has reouired him to reduce his fuel consumption by one-half during
the current year, this item is more important than ever before.
Studies of the heat distribution and heat losses on various types
of equipment and methods of burning are, therefore, of considerable
interest and importance at this time.
Studies on the heat distribution in periodic kilns of
various types and for different wares have been reported by
12 3
Bleininger * . Claus gives calculated results for the heat
4distribution in a continuous kiln of the Hoffman type. Bigot
has presented data for a Hoffman kiln, a Dressier kiln, and a
5
periodic kiln, probably estimated. Robertson and Treischel
,
and
Hursh have made studies of the heat balance of gas-fired eon-
7
tinuous chamber kilns, Harrop presented the results of a very
1. Bleininger, "The 3alance Sheet of a Down-draft Kiln", Clay-
worker, February 1908, P. 278.
2. Bleininger, "A Study of the Heat Distribution in Four Industrial
Kilns", Transactions of the American Ceramic Society , Vol. X,P .412
,
3. Claus, "Heat Balance of a Continuous Kiln", Tonindustrie
Zeitung, 1909, P. 1081.
4. Bigot, "The Distribution of Heat in Ceramic Ovens", Transactions
of the English Ceramic Society, Vol. XIV.
5. Robertson and Treischel, "A Study of the Efficiency of a Pro-
ducer G as Fired Kiln", Thesis, University of Illinois, 1916.
6. Hursh, Paper presented at meeting of the American Ceramic
Society, February 1918.
7. Harrop, "Heat Balance of a Continuous Tunnel Kiln", Transactions
of the American Ceramic Society, Vol. XIX, P. 216.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
http://archive.org/details/heatdistributionOOsort
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careful study of the heat distribution in a continuous car-tunnel
kiln used for burning firebrick.
The general method of applying a heat balance on a kiln
is to distribute the heat input over the items of heat used for
burning the ware, including heat for raising the temperature of
the clay, for driving off the mechanically and hygroscopically
held moisture, and for dehydrating the clay substance; heat lost
due to the unburned carbon in the ashes; heat lost due to incom-
plete combustion; heat lost in the hot flue gases; and a general
item termed radiation and conduction loss which includes the heat
given to the kiln structure and the ground beneath.
The use of forced draft in the firing of ceramic kilns
and furnaces has not come into extensive use but has been found
extremely successful in several places where it has reduced the
burning period and fuel consumption and has increased the percent-
age of well-burned ware. No studies had been made with this
method of burning and such data was considered to be of both
practical and technical interest. With the purpose of obtaining
this further information regarding the efficiency and possible
economy by using forced draft the following tests were undertaken.
II. DESCRIPTION OP KIM MV METHOD OF BURKING.
The test was carried on at Plant #1 of the Peoria Brick
and Tile Company on a round down-draft kiln 2 6 feet in diameter
used for the burning of building bricks. The kiln had a simple
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flue system consisting of one cross-collecting flue at right
angles to the main stack flue. Smaller distributing flues were
provided in the setting of the "bottom courses of green "bricks, as
shown in Fig. 1. The kiln is provided with eight small fireboxes
with grates consisting of perforated cast-iron plates 12" x 24" x 1"
The primary air enters the firebox through l/8" holes spaced one
inch apart in the cast-iron grate. Fig. 2 shows a view of one
of the fireboxes, while Fig. 4 shows an inside view of a firebox
which is being rebuilt for the installation of forced draft. It
presents a view of the opening for the cast-iron grate and the
space below, to which the primary air is delivered. Due to the
use of forced draft a greater amount of fuel is burned per square
foot of grate than with natural draft. The fireboxes on this
kiln were 14" x SO" x 18". The difference in size of the old and
new arches shows how much smaller the fireboxes are for forced
draft than for natural stack draft. The forced draft was furnished
by a Clarage Fan Company #30, Type S.P. blower fan driven by a
5 H.P. motor, delivering air to a 12" sewer pipe duct encircling
the kiln, and connected to each firebox below the grate by a
4" x 4" brick duct. Fig. 3 shows the blower outfit, which develops
an average pressure of about 1 l/4" water guage during burning.
The usual method of burning at this plant is to take the
temperature up as fast as possible after one day of watersmoking.
However, the kiln was set with wet bricks for the burn on which
the test was made, so that it was necessary to water-smoke for two

Photograph No. 3 Photograph No. 4
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days. During the water smoking period the doors were left open
and each box was fired lightly about every two hours. When most
of the moisture had left the kiln, the firing interval was re-
duced to one hour, and when the water had all left the kiln the
firebox doors were closed. During the third and fourth days the
temperature was taken up as rapidly as possible to 1850° F t , at
which temperature the brick were soaked for about thirty hours.
During the heating up and soaking, the firing interval was from
twenty minutes to half an hour, two to three shovelsfull of coal
were thrown into each box. The fires were cleaned every twelve
hours, the procedure being to rake everything out of the firebox
and start a new fire. At the end of the burn the firebox doors
were plastered shut to insure slow cooling.
III. APPARATUS AKD TESTING METHODS
The weights of coal used on the kiln were obtained from
the daily record of the mine. Average samples were taken from
each pile of coal deposited by the kiln, and the analysis and
calorific value were determined by J. M. Lin<3gren in the Depart-
ment of Chemistry.
After each cleaning of the grates the ashes were weighed
and average samples taken from each firebox. The unburned carbon
in the ashes was determined on a sample representing each twenty-
four hour period by the method used to find the fixed carbon in
the proximate analysis of coal.
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For the sampling of the flue gases a pipe with a hard
glass tube inside was inserted about l/3 of the way into the
stack flue as close to the kiln as possible. Samples were taken
every two hours and the period of sampling occupied half an hour,
equal portions of the sample being drawn at intervals of five
minutes. The analysis of the flue gases was made with an Orsat
apparatus.
The temperature of the air and the relative humidity
were obtained hourly from wet and dry bulb hygrometer readings
and the barometric pressure twice daily from a nearby weather
bureau station.
For the temperature in the kiln a Thwing thermocouple
was inserted in the crown, and a Leeds-Ilorthrup thermocouple
through the wicket. A Leeds-Northrup thermocouple was inserted
in the stack flue as close to the kiln as possible, to get the
temperature of the flue gases. Eight small base metal couples were
placed at different points on the outside of the kiln, one on each
wicket, three on the crown, and three on the walls, to determine
the outside surface temperature. Temperature readings were taken
hourly, a Leeds-Northrup portable potentiometer being used for
the millivolt readings from which the temperatures were found on
the calibration curves.
Although they were not used in the calculations, draft
guage readings were taken hourly at the stack flue and in the
connection between the blower fan and the 12" distributing duct.

'
^
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The plant records contained the number of bricks in the
kiln, and the green and burned weights were found from an average
of ten bricks. The mechanical water in the clay was determined
by heating a sample to constant weight at 110° C, and the
hygroscopic water by heating at 350°. The carbon in the clay
was determined by heating a sample in a combustion furnace and
weighing the carbon dioxide formed after its absorption in a
Geissler bulb filled with potassium hydroxide solution. A sample
of the clay was treated with HC1 in an alkalimeter to find the
amount of COa evolved from carbonates in the clay. This CO2 sub-
tracted from that absorbed from the combustion gave the amount of
CO2 from the burning of the carbon, from which the C could be
calculated. The chemically combined water was determined by the
difference between the loss in weight in the combustion boat and
the carbon plus the COg from the carbonates.
IV. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
The calculations were made for five twenty-four hour
periods. It was assumed that half the mechanical water was driven
out of the clay in each of the first two periods, the hygroscopic
water in the second period, and the chemical water and the carbon
in the third period. The temperature of the thermocouple in the
wicket was assumed to be the temperature of the ware as the
thermocouple in the crown gave more nearly the temperature of
the burning gases than the ware, as is evident from the temper-
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ature curves on which the temperature of the crown rose to 410°
in the first twenty-four period when steam was still pouring out
of the stack and the mechanical water was only partially expelled
from the ware.
The following sample calculations represent the second
twenty-four hour period of the "burn.
The analysis of the coal was
C 57.38$ Calorific value 5,698
Ha 3.33 Cal. per kg.
2 6.51
Ne .74 The ashes drawn in this
S 3.07 period contained an average
Ash 19.24 of 10.6$ C.
E 8 9.73
5920 kgs. of coal were consumed.
(1) Heat Lost in Unburned Carbon in the Ashes.
19 «24 x 10*6 = 2.28$ of the coal as carbon in the ashes.100-10.6
.0228 x 5920 x 8080 = 1,090,000 Calories lost in unburned carbon
in the ashes.
(2) Heat Lost Due to Incomplete Combustion
The average analysis of the flue gases was
COe 7.45$
CO
.15$
2 10.90$
The carbon in the ashes did not burn, so
57.38 - 2.28 = 55.10$ carbon burned.
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Then «15
— x 55.10 = 1.09$ carbon burned to CO.
7.45 - .15
The heats of formation of COs and 00 are 8080 Cal. per kg. and
2420 Cal. per kg. respectively, and the heat lost when 1 kg. of
carbon burns to CO instead of COs = 8080 - 2420 = 5660 Cal.
Then .0109 x 55510 x 5660 = 365,000 Cal. lost due to incomplete
combustion
.
(3) Heat Lost in the Flue Gases.
55.10 - 1.09 = 54.01$ carbon burned to COs
Then .5401 x 22.4 m 1.009 cu.m. COs from the combustion of 1 kg.
12
coal. By analysis the flue gas contains 7.45$ COs.
x 1.009 = 13.56 cu.m. dry flue gas at N.T.P.per kg. coal.
.1090 x 12 .56 = 1.477 cu.m. Os per kg. coal.
.0015 x 13.56 = .018 cu.m. CO per kg. coal.
The Us in the flue gases is found by difference to be 71.5$.
.715 x 13.56 11.06 cu . m. Ha in flue gas per kg. coal.
By analysis the coal contains .74$ Ns by weight.
.0074 x 22.4 = .006 cu . m. Us in 1 kg. coal.
28
11.060 - .006 = 11.054 cu. m. Ns from air admitted per kg.
coal. Air consists of 79.2$ IT and 20.8 Os by volume.
100 x 11.054 = 13.96 cu. m. dry air at N, T. P. per kg. coal.
79.2
During this period the average barometric pressure was 753 mm.
mercury and the average temperature was 9.5°C. The average vapor
pressure was 4.7 mm.
From Dalton's Law the following formula is derived.
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.804 x Vapor pressure = k HsO per cu.m. of dry
Partial P of air 6
air at normal temperature and pressure.
Then
.904 x 4.7 =
.00548 kg. H8 per cu.m. dry N.I.P. air.753 - 4.7 5 3^
13.96 x .00548 = .0764 kg. HsO in air admitted per kg.
coal. The coal contained 3.33$ hydrogen.
.0333 x 18 = .299 kg. HsO from burning H 2 in 1 kg. coal.T
By analysis the coal contains 9.73$ HsO.
The total amount of HsO in the flue gases per kg. coal equals
.0764 + .2990 .0973 = .473 kg. HsO in gases per kg.
coal. The total products of combustion per kg. of coal are
1.009 cu.m. 00s
.018 cu.m. CO
1.477 cu.m. Oe
11.06 cu.m. Ns
.473 kg. HsO
In calculating the heat carried out by the flue gases,
1
Langen's formulae for specific heat of gases were used. His
formula for the mean molar specific heat of perfect gases between
0° and t° is Molar sp.ht. = 6.8 + .006 t.
Since one kg. molar weight of any perfect gas occupies
£2.4 cu.m. at 760 mm. barometric pressure and 0°C.
6.8 + .0006 x 118 = .307 Cal. per cu.m. specific heat
2~2T3
of the perfect gases in the flue gases. There are 12.545 cu.m. of
1. L.S. Marks, "Mechanical Engineer's Handbook", P. 366.
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perfect gases in the products of the comhustion of 1 kg. of coal.
5920 x IE. 545 x .307 x 118 = 2,692,000 Cal. lost in the
Co , O2 , and N2
,
The specific heat of COs will he
8.7 .0026 x 118
. #402 Cal# per cu#ra>
22.4
5920 x 1.009 x .402 x 118 = 282,000 Cal. in the COa.
The mean molar specific heat of water between 0° and t° is
7,9 + .00215 t, so the specific heat of water per kg. is
7.9 + .00215 x 118 =
.453 cal. per kg.
18
5920 x .473 x (118 - 9.5) x .453 = 137,600 Cal. lost in H 8 0.
The total amount of heat carried away by the not flue gases is
2,692,000 + 282,000 137,600 = 3,111,600 Cal.
(4) Heat Used to Burn the ^are.
Examination of the clay showed the presence of the following.
Mechanical water 13.29$
Hygroscopic moisture .95$
Chemically combined KzO 5.98$
Carbon 1.02$
The weight of hydrated clay calculated from the burned
weight of the clay and the percentage of chemically combined water
is equal to 147,700 (147,700 x .0598) = 156,550 kg. hydrated
clay. The specific heat of hydrated clay was taken as .2, and its
temperature was raised 405° in this period.
156,550 x .2 x 405 = 12,670,000 Cal. to raise the
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temperature of the hydrated clay.
Assuming l/2 of the mechanical water to he driven off in this
period 147,700 x .5 x .1329 = 9810 kg. mechanical HsO. The total
heat of steam at the temperature of the flue gases is 649.5 Gal.
1
per kg. .
9810 x (649.5 - 8.3} = 6,285,000 Cal. for mechanical H8 0.
The hygroscopic moisture was assumed to come off at 200°.
147,700 x .0095 = 1404 kg. hygroscopic moisture.
2The total heat of saturated steam at 200° is 685 Cal. per kg. •
At the beginning of this period the hygroscopic moisture was at a
temperature of 160°.
1404 x (685 - 160) = 737,000 Gal. for the hygroscopic
moisture. In cooling to 118°, the temperature of the flue gases,
some heat was returned to the kiln. From Langen's formula the
specific heat of the water was .463 Cal. per kg.
1404 x (200 - 118) x .463 = 53,300 Cal. returned.
737,000 - 53,300 = 683,700 Cal. for the hygroscopic
moisture.
12,670,000 6,285,000 + 683,700 = 19,638,700 Cal. heat used
to hum the ware in this period.
(5) Heat Input
In the second period the coal consumption was 5920 kg.
1. Goodenough, "Properties of Steam and Ammonia".
2. Goodenough, "Properties of Steam and Ammonia".
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5920 x 5698 = 33,710,000 Cal. from the combustion of the
coal. The sensible heat in the air above 0° was also included in
the heat input,
5920 x 13.96 x 1.293 x 9.5 x .237 = 240,900 Cal.
33,710,000 + 240,900 = 33,950,900 Cal. total heat input.
In the third period when the carbon in the clay burned,
the heat evolved in its combustion was calculated from the weight
of clay, the percentage of carbon, and the calorific value of
carbon.
147,700 x .0102 x 8080 = 12,170,000 Cal. from combustion
of the C.
To calculate the heat required for the dehydration of
the clay in the third period, it was assumed that the heat of
dehydration was 475 Cal. per kg. 1
.
147,700 x .0598 x 475 = 4,210,000 Cal. to dehydrate the
clay. It was assumed that the dehydration took place at 600°C.
(6) Radiation and Conduction Loss.
The various items of heat distribution were calculated
in percentage of heat input, and the difference between the sum
of these and 100$ was termed the radiation and conduction loss,
including the heat taken up by the kiln structure and the ground.
1. Based on values calculated from lag curves for dehydration of
clay similar to calculations of Mellor, Transactions of the
English Ceramic Society, Vol. X. P. 94.
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(7) Calculated Kadiation Loss.
From the thermocouple couple readings at the outer sur-
face of the kiln an attempt was made to calculate the heat loss
through the crown and walls. A formula for the radiation loss
is
U =
1 + I
k C
in which
U = heat loss in B.T.U. per so. ft. per hour per degree F.
k = a coefficient representing "both radiation and convec-
tion effects on the inner surface of the kiln = 1.4 in
this case.
X = thickness of the wall in inches.
C = conductivity of clay = 13.78 B.T.U. per sq. ft. per
3
hour per inch per degree F, at the average temperature
This formula was converted to the metric system, and with it the
heat loss through the walls and crown was calculated.
2. Harding and Williard , "Mechanical Equipment of Buildings", P. 645.
3. Clement and Egy,"The Thermal Conductivity of Fire Clay at High
Temperatures", University of Illinois Engineering Experiment
Station, Bull. #36.
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V. RESULTS AJH) CONCLUSIONS.
Summary of Heat Distribution in Percentage Heat Input.
Period 12 3 4 5 Summation
Heat in C in ashes 4.30 3.21 2.55 3.44 4.13 3.3B
Incomplete combustion 1.07 1.82 1.31 1.02
Heat in flue gases 12.40 9.17 8.69 27.90 50.75 19.54
Heat to burn ware 79.40 57.80 31.90 7.42 1.50 32.40
Radiation & Cond. 3.50 28.75 55.04 61.24 42.31 43.72
Calculated Loss through Wall and Crown in Percentage
Heat Input
•
Period 1 2 3 4 5 Summation
Crown .62 4.24 5.35 8.77 12.93 6.53
Wall 1.04 1.24 2.54 5.22 7.03 3.84
Wicket by fan .07 .20 .43 .80 1.19 .54
Other wicket .07 .30 .41 .75 1.12 .51
Whole kiln 1.80 5.89 8.73 15.54 22.07 11.42
The heat distribution and the calculated loss through
the crown and walls are shown graphically. A difference is to be
expected in the calculated loss through the crown and walls and
the radiation and conduction loss found by difference in the heat
distribution, since the latter includes radiation and convection
losses, the heat taken up by the kiln structure, the heat taken
up by the ground and conducted away by it, and the heat involved
in undetermined endo thermic reactions in the clay.
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The heat required to burn the ware is at its maximum
in the first period and drops to 1.5$ in the last period. In
the first three periods the evaporation of the mechanical and
hygroscopic water and the dehydration of the clay required a
considerable amount of heat. In the fourth period only the rise
in temperature of the ware required heat, and in the fifth period
the slight rise in temperature of the ware required very little
heat •
The heat lost in the flue gases is comparatively high in
the first period when the gases were leaving the kiln at a low
temperature, due to the large volume of air circulating through
the kiln during watersmoking. In the fourth and fifth periods
when the gases were leaving the kiln at their maximum temperature,
the largest loss of this kind occurred.
The general losses found by difference were lowest in the
first period when the temperature of the kiln structure was raised
slightly and there was only a small radiation loss. They rose to
a maximum in the fourth period during which the radiation loss
was high and the kiln structure was absorbing considerable heat.
In the fifth period the general losses were lower than in the
fourth, as the rise in temperature of the kiln structure was
slight and the main losses were radiation, convection, and con-
duction.
A graphical comparison of the heat distribution in the
kiln tested with other coal fired kilns studied is shown. A
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terra cotta kiln reported by Bleininger is the only periodic
coal-fired kiln reported which shows a lower general loss than
the kiln tested. The portion of the heat input used in burning
the ware (32.4/») is higher in the kiln tested than in any other
kiln reported, showing a higher efficiency.
The use of forced draft with ceramic kilns and furnaces
reduces the time required for burning considerably, thereby
enabling a manufacturer to produce more ware per year on a given
investment in kilns. Since the coal consumption is nearly pro-
portional to the length of the burning period, this reduction in
time of burning is accompanied by an important saving in coal.
Forced draft also produces a more uniform heat treatment throughout
the kiln, making it possible to get hard-burned ware in the lower
courses of the setting more easily than with natural draft. The
kiln tested shows a lower general loss than most other kilns
reported, and a higher efficiency than any other, which must be
at least partly due to the use of forced draft. These important
items lead to the conclusion that the use of forced draft with
ceramic kilns affords a means to the clayworker of conserving coal,
of increasing his output, and of producing more uniform ware.
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